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Samenvatting 

A Is onderdeel van de studie Informatietechniek aan de Technische Universiteit 
Eindhoven, heb ik gewerkt aan een programmeer-project bij het Instituut voor 
Perceptie Onderzoek (IPO) in Eindhoven. Ik heb gewerkt aan het SPICOS-11 

project. SPICOS is de afkorting van Siemens Philips Ipo COntinuous Speech 
recognition and understanding system. Dit systeem herkent en begrijpt gesproken 
Duitse zinnen en geeft hierin antwoord. Het systeem kan een dialoog met de gebruiker 
opbouwen, aangezien de gebruiker kan verwijzen naar eerder genoemde "informatie". 
Het systeem probeert ook ambiguïteiten of foute zinnen te begrijpen door middel van 
interactie met de gebruiker. 
Dit verslag presenteert de implementatie van de zogenaamde "dialogue handler" van 
SPICOS-11. Een groot gedeelte van de basis-ideeën zijn geëxtraheerd uit het werk van 
mijn stage-begeleiders, John de Vet en Kees van Deemter. Ik heb gewerkt aan het 
implementeren van het besturingsgedeelte van het systeem, de invoer/uitvoer routines en 
verscheidene interactieve selectie-routines. Al deze routines zijn geschreven in de taal 
PROLOG. Omdat er verschillende PROLOG implementaties en verschillende computer
systemen gebruikt worden, was een ander belangrijk onderdeel van mijn stage het 
realiseren van een bibliotheek van PROLOG systeem-predicaten in een bepaalde 
implementatie om hierdoor de software op de verschillende systemen te kunnen 
gebruiken. 



Preface 

As a part of my study for my Master Degree in lnformation-Technology 
I have worked on a programming project at the lnstitute for Perception 
Research (IPO) in Eindhoven. I have been working on the SPICOS-11 project, 

where SPICOS stands for Siemens Philips Ipo COntinuous Speech recognition and 
understanding system. SPICOS-11 recognizes and understands continuous spoken 
German language questions and gives answers in the same language. It is a dialogue 
system since the user may refer to "information" mentioned earlier in the conversation. 
The system also tries to understand ambiguous or incorrect sentences by interaction 
with the user. 
This paper presents the implementation of the dialogue handler of SPICOS-11. The 
dialogue handler controls the dialogue between the system and the user. The dh module 
is the main program since it controls the operations perf ormed by the system. Many of 
the underlying ideas are extracted from the work of my coaches John de Vet and Kees 
van Deemter. I have been working on the implementation of the main body of the 
system, the input/output routines and several interactive selection routines. These 
routines are written in Prolog. Because Prolog implementations and the hardware used 
differ, another important part of my work was to create a library of Prolog system
predicates from a specific implementation, thus ensuring software portability. 
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Chapter 1 
lntroduction 

The SPICOS-11 Question Answering System is a joint research effort of 
three labaratories: Philips Forschungslabor in Hamburg, the Siemens 
Labaratories in Munich and the lnstitute for Perception Research (IPO) in 

Eindhoven. SPICOS stands for Siemens Philips Ipo COntinuous Speech recognition 
and understanding system. There were several experimental systems before SPICOS-II, 
the direct predecessor being SPICOS-1. The latter system recognized and understood 
continuous (but speaker dependent) spoken German questions and gave answers in 
German. 
In the current version of SPICOS-Il the following features have been added compared 
to the old version: 

• Follow-up questions 
• lnteractive disambiguation 
• Presupposition handling. 

The database contains of information about the SPICOS project and we can ask 
questions about its contents such as documents, institutes, meetings and so forth. Let us 
show an example of a possible dialogue: 

Enter your question: 
Has Lang wrinen memos to me about Höge? 

Yes, Lang has written memos to you about Höge. 
Has he wrinen any leners to me? 
Which sentence do you mean? 
1. Help 
2. "Has he written many letters to me?" 
3. "Has he written a,ry letters to me?" 
4. Stop. 

3. 
Your quesrion was: "Has he written any letters to me?'"' 
Choose if the first element refers to the second: 
1. Help 
2. he--> Thurmair 
3. he--> Lang 
4. he--> Höge 
5. Stop. 

3. 
Yes, Lang has written letters to you. 
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The old version is wrinen mainly in Pascal and the new version of SPICOS is partly 
written in Prolog (dialogue handling, disambiguation evaluation and answer 
generation), partly in LISP (syntactic/symantic analysis) and partly in C (speech 
recognition/synthesis). This document discusses the realisation of the dialogue handler, 
the disambiguation modes and the basic I/O in Prolog. The Prolog implementation uses 
a superset of Quintus Prolog system predicates which is also discussed in this paper. 
At the time of testing (May 1989) every network was finished completely. Although 
some actions were dummy actions, the program functioned properly. We had to 
simulate cenain processing tasks in the parse modules and in the translation routines, 
because these weren 't implemented yet. 



Chapter 2 
An outline of SP/COS-Il 

0 ur main goal of SPICOS-II is to provide a kind of dialogue that gives the 
user some control over the operations performed by the system. The 
dialogue handler in SPICOS-II is the part of the program which controls the 

dialogue between man and machine. Because of the experimental character of the 
program an important requirement is that the implementation must be flexible and 
adaptable. 

2.1. Outline of the Dialogue Handler 

A major issue in the specification and design of interactive computer systems is the 
principle of dialogue independence [Pfaff, 1985]. This means that the dialogue 
component of an interactive computer system and the computational part of the system 
must be separated. The computational component is the application part of the system, 
or in other words, the portion implementing its functionality. The dialogue component 
is the interaction part of the system, or in other words, the portion implementing the 
user interface. This component chooses how to present information to, or gather 
information from, the user. 
A dialogue model is an abstract model that is used to describe the user interface: the 
structure of the dialogue between the user and the system. The three main dialogue 
models are transition networks, context-free grammars and events [Green, 1987]. 
We have adopted the transition network model for the dialogue handler of SPICOS-II. 
The transition network model is based on transition diagrams which are a graphic 
representation of a finite state machine. The user interface is viewed as a collection of 
states in the dialogue, and user or system actions cause transitions between these states. 
A path through the diagram is a sequence of transitions that lead from the start state to a 
final state and the dialogue "is" made through actions performed by the user and 
system It is possible to attach the system actions to states (Moore machine) or 
transitions (Mealy machine) [Hopcroft & Ullman, 1979]. In the first case an action is 
executed when a state bas been reached, in the latter the system action is executed when 
the transition is traversed. 
In the SPICOS-11 dialogue handler the user actions and the system utterances (visible 
actions, the dialogue part) are attached to transitions and the invisible system actions 
(the computational part) are anached to states. 
Because of the fact that these dialogue descriptions implemented with transition 
networks tend to grow very large, we have divided the network into subnetworks. 
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Before we describe the functions of these subnetworks, we want to introduce a 
formalisrn for our transition networks (for details see [Van Deemter & de Vet, 1988]). 

2.1.1. The formalism of the state transition network 

For a first outline let us assume the following three constraints on the state transition 
networks: 

• The transitions correspond to system (S) and user (U) utterances only. 
• All other system actions are attached to the states (modes). 
• There is only one level of representation (i.e. no subnetworks). 

If we make all system actions explicit then we have to describe the procedures attached 
to each state. Each procedure contains sorne form of condition-action rules, where an 
action corresponding to an S- or U-utterance results in a transition to another state. 
However, when implementing the network, there is no reason to distinguish between 
the visible and invisible actions. It is much more transparent to let all system or user 
actions correspond with state transistions. Therefore, we remove the procedural 
attachment to the states, and attach condition/action parts to the transitions. Moreover, to 
extend the descriptive power of our formalism and to reduce the complexity of the main 
network, we will allow subnetworks. Thus a system action can be a complete 
interpretation of a subnetwork. The transition network described here is akin to the 
transition network of [Kieras & Polson, 1983] and [Jacob, 1983] and therefore of the 
ATN [Bates, 1978]1. We will now define the formalism more precisely. 
A state transition network Nis a quintuple (S, V, T, So, Sf) where 

• S is a finite, non-empty set. S is the set of states of N. 

• Vis a finite, non-empty set. Vis the set of variables2 of N. 

• T is a finite subset of S x S x Bool x Statement where Bool is the domain of 
boolean expressions, and Statement is the domain of statements. T is the set of 
transitions from N. Each transition t; is a quadruple of the form (from;, to;, cond;, 
act;). Transition t; is made fromfrom; to to; if the condition cond; is true; before to; 
is entered the action act; is executed. 

• So e S. So is the initia} state of N. 

• S1e S. S1is the final state of N. 

Variables may have an arbitrarily complex internal structure (type): boolean, string, list, 
stack,tree, etc. The system's input and output for the various media is also handled by 
variables: each input or output buffer corresponds to a variable. These variables are 
tested by the conditions and modified by the actions. So scanning of the several input 
media is performed by the actions. 
A boolean expression is a test on (some) variables; a statement is either an assignment to 
(some) variables (as a result of performing computations on some variables), or an 
interpretation of a complete subnetwork. So, conditions test and actions modify internal 
structures. We will call the testing of these structures "filtering". 

1 Woods introduduced A TNs to parse natural language. A transition in an A TN usually involves 

scanning (part of) the input In our fonnalism the scanning of several input media is perfonned by the 

actions. 
2 V ariables are called registers in the A TN fonnalism. 
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2.1.2. Description of the networks 

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the main network is divided in subnetworks. 
We have distinguished the following subnetworks: 

q question state } . 
8 answer state together: dh d1alogue handler mode 

echo echo mode } 
anal analysis mode together: v verification network 
res resolution mode 
lnlt introduction mode 
fall fail mode 
help help mode 
stop stop mode 

As mentioned above we will use state transition networks to go from one subnetwork to 
another (see Fig. 2.1 ). 
First we enter the introduction mode (init), here the user makes himself known to the 
system and af ter this the system can ref er to the user by using 'I', 'you', etc. Af ter the 
introduction the user comes to the question state (q) and then the system automatically 
enters the answer state (a). In case of ambiguation or errors the system can enter the 
other modes. In the first case, there are three different kinds of ambiguation: poorly 
recognized sentences, a syntacically ambiguous question and ambiguous anaphors. The 
modes which handle these problems are echo, anal and res respectively. In echo the 
user is presented a list of possible recognized sentences and the user bas to choose 
which one is correct. In anal the user is given a choice between the several possible 
syntactical ambiguations. And in res, each ambiguous anaphor is attributed a unique 
antecedent with the aid of the user. 

:;◄~ç==-~-►~-:, reachable by user interaction 

-....,..-...---1►-- user has no control, only the system 

Flgure 2.1. State transltlon network of SPICOS-11 

res 

It is clear that human interaction is very important in these modes. lf errors occur (for 
instance no possible recognition of a sentence) we enter the fail mode. The user has no 
control over this entrance, it is only entered when processing bas failed in such a way 
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that further computing is useless (note the gray arrows in Fig. 2.1 ). 
There are two imponant problems we haven 't mentioned yet. These are online help and 
the possibility to stop at any point in the network. The help mode should be rather 
intelligent, it should know from what state in the network the user called for help so it 
can explain something of that state and thus the user can carry on with whatever he was 
doing without leaving the program at that point. For example, the user has to choose 
among several disambiguation problems but doesn 't onderstand what the 
disambiguation problem is. In such a case help can point out the possibilities and 
he/she can carry on. In the stop mode the user can cancel any operations happening on 
the current question, can make the system forget the whole history of the session or 
even quit the program. But it should be possible to undo the decision the user has made, 
should he change his mind! 
A limitation of the help and stop facilities is, that they can only be activated when the 
user is prompted for input. 



Chapter 3 
Creation of system independent Prolog 

As mentioned in chapter 2, the code for SPICOS-11 should be flexible and 
adaptable. One of the ways to achieve this is to choose a language which 
has these advantages. Normally the parts of a programming language which are 

machine-dependent are the input and output routines. A language where this hasn 't 
played an important role (until recently that is to say) is Prolog. The 1/0 in this language 
is very basic and Prolog programs can thus easily be converted from one machine to 
another. The other way is to stick to one interpretation of the language and write a 
library of routines with the commands from say TI-Prolog in Quintus Prolog and then 
we can use commands from Tl in Quintus. In this project we have choosen for the 
second option, TI-Prolog as the main language (it is almost a superset of Quintus 
Prolog) and a large part of the SPI COS-II code is produced in Quintus Prolog with the 
assistance of the TI-Library. This library contains some TI-Prolog predicates that are 
non-Quintus and are defined in 'prolog.ini' and can thus be used in our implemtation 
(sec Fig. 3.1). This solution is cheaper than the first one because in that case a library 
should be made for both implementations. 

- Ouintus Prolog 

- prolog.ini 

EEJ Tl Prolog 

~ our implementation 

Flgure 3.1. Scheme of our Prolog Llbrary 
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This solution bas proven to be very acceptable, because the code runs without changes 
on several different workstations in use at the IPO-site (SUN in Quintus, microV AX in 
Quintus and (micro)Explorer in 11-Prolog). 

3.1. Description of the implemented commands 

Because we wanted to design a flexible and adaptable system, it was important to use 
the subset of TI-Prolog .. We have chosen a subset of system predicates from TI-Prolog 
because it was our purpose that in the end the whole program should work on the 
microExplorer under TI-Prolog. Thus we have created a file with TI-Prolog system 
predicates which became extensions to Quintus Prolog. This file is automatically read in 
when Quintus Prolog is started and the programmer could use 11-Prolog system 
predicates in his code. This was made possible because of the fact that Quintus Prolog 
can use initialization files at start-up; this initialization file is called "prolog.ini" and 
should be placed in the root directory of the programmer. 
This chapter gives a description of the implemented 11-Prolog commands using the 
following notation: 

+ Input argument that you must instantiate 
Output argument that is returned by the system 

? Neither an input nor an output argument; you do not need to instantiate it 
Most of the commands were created with extensive use of [Sterling and Shapiro, 1986]. 
A list of the unimplemented commands is given in Appendix A. 

append(?Listl,?List2,?List3) 

beep 
beep (+Stream) 
cd (+File) 
clear database 

clear screen 

clear_screen(+Stream) 
d.isplay(+Tenn,+Stream) 

findall(+X,+Tenn,-List) 

if(+X,+Y,+Z) 

if(+X,+Y) 
load(+File) 
rrember(?X,?List) 
nl (+Int, +Stream) 

Appends List2 to Listl to forma new 
List3. 
Issues a beep to the current output stream. 
Issues a beep to the specified Strearn. 
Sets the current directory to File.1 
Removes all user-defined clauses from the 
database. 
Clears the window of the current output 
stream.2 

Clears the window of the specified Strearn. 2 

Displays Tenn to current output stream in 
standard parenthetical prefix form. 
Constructs List, which consists of all objects x 
such that Tennis satisfied. 
lf x is satisfied, if/3 tries to satisfy Y; 
otherwise it tries to satisfy z. 
Equivalent to if (X, Y, fail) . 
Loads File into memory and compiles it. 
Succeeds if x is a member (item) of List. 
Outputs Int new lines to Strearn. 

1 In 11-Prolog File doesn't have to be instantiated, thus one can set a directory or can ask for the 
current directory. In Quintus Prolog the latter isn 't possible. 

2 If the Prolog window is larger than 40 lines, the screen will not be properly cleared. This is due to 

an inconvenience in Quintus Prolog. 
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quit 
reverse(?Listl,?List2) 

seen ( +Strearn) 

symbol (+X) 
tab 
told ( +Strearn) 
ttynl(+Int) 
ttytab 
ttywrite (+Te:rnt) 
ttywritec (+Te:rnt) 
ttywriteq(+Te:rm) 
writec(+Te:rnt) . 
writec(+Te:rnt,+Strearn) 

The same as halt/0. 
Reverses the order of Listl and instantiates 
List2 to the result and vice versa. 
Ends input from the specified Strearn and then 
closes the file. 
Succeeds if x is a symbol. 
Outputs one space to the current output stream. 
Closes the specified strearn for output. 
Outputs Int lines to the video display. 
Outputs one space to the video display.The 
same as ttyput/1. 
The same as write canonical/2. 
The same as writeq/2. 
The same as write/1. 
The same as write/2. 



Chapter 4 
lmplementation of the Dialogue Hand/er 

I n this chapter we will describe the mechanism of the state transition 
network, how the input and output are defined and how it works for the 
programmer. The selection modules will also be discussed. The purpose of this 

chapter is to provide a thorough understanding of how the Dialogue Handler works and 
what is necessary to keep in mind when making changes to the software. 

4.1. lmplementation of the transition network 

As discussed in chapter 2, the basic idea behind a state transition network is a finite state 
machine. A state transition network Nis a quintuple (S, V, T, So, Sj). Each transition t; 
from T is a quadruple (from;, to;, cond;, act;). These transitions are implemented in 
Prolog as t-clause of the form: 

Where 

t(Net,From_i,To_i) :-
cond_i, !, %cut to forbid backtracking 
act i. 

Net is an atom indicating the network N 
From i is an atom indicating the state from;, from which the transition is 

made 
To i is an atom indicating the state to;, from which the transition is 

made 
cond i is a goal clause indicating the condition cond;, which must be true in 

order for the transition to take place, and 
act i is a goal clause indicating the action act;, which is executed before 

to; is entered. 

It is very important that act; succeeds if cond; has succeeded in order to prevent Prolog 
from backtracking through the whole network. The condition is thus a clause used as a 
guard of the action clause. 
In contrast with the explicit definition of transitions, states are defined implicitly as 
those states being introduced by transitions, or: 

SN = { s 1 3 1c T: t(N,s,_) v t(N,_,s)}. 
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V is used implicitly via all cond; and act; clauses. For a funher discussion about V see 
section 4.1.2. 
The initial state So and final state S1could have been defined by the binary facts: 

initial(Net,S0). 
final (Net, Sf). 

Where 

Net is an atom indicating the network N 
s o is an atom indicating the initial state So, and 
Sf is an atom indicating the final state SJ, 

Tuis could easily be extended to allow multiple initial and/or final states. 
The interpretation of a network Nis now defined by the interpret-clause as: 

interpret(Net):- initial(Net,X),final(Net,Y),path(Net,X,Y). 
path(Net,X,Y) :- t(Net,X,Y). 
path(Net,X,Y) :- t(Net,X,Z),!,path(Net,Z,Y). 

We allow only one inirial and one final state, called entree and exit respectively, for 
each network N. We use the technique called "unfolding" [Sterling & Shapiro, 1986 
(page 227)) to substitute the initial/2 and final/2 clauses away. (This is also 
possible if we allowed multiple initial and/or final states. Then unfolding produces 
several interpret-clauses, one for each state couple in the definition.) 
Thus we get the final interpret/1 clause: 

interpret (Net) :- path (Net, entree, exit) . 

To summarize, the implementation of a network N solely consists of t/3-clauses, its 
interpreter of one interpret/1-clause and the two path/3-clauses. 
A subnetwork is called within a t clause as the last action in the action part: 

t(Net,Fran_i,To_i):
cond_i_part, ! , 
act_i_part, 
interpret(SubNet). 

When the interpretation of the subnetwork is finished, the excution continues from the 
To state in the corresponding t-clause in that network. New subnetworks may be 
nested arbitrarily deep within subnetworks. New transitions are explicitly added by 
adding t-clauses. States are implicitly added by adding new transitions. 

4.1.1. lmplementation of the network in SPICOS-11 

Adding modes as help, stop and fail in SPICOS-Il makes the implementation of the 
dh network more complicated. Due to the fact that these modes may be called from 
anywhere in the execurion of an other subnetwork and can alter the way of operations in 
such a way that proceeding to the subnetwork from which these were called is 
pointless, we have to find a way to go to the dh network to hand control over to a 
particular state in that network. This means that we have to make some changes in our 
interpretation of the networks. We will use a "flag" clause, called return_ to (+To_ i) 
where which is assened (and retracted) dynamically to the program-clause database to 
indicate that we want to go to state to; in the dh network. We have included a clause 
after a subnetwork is succesfully interpreted (i.e. a path has been found): 
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real exit (+Net) . Tuis clause is needed to ensure two things: first, a proper retreat to 
the dh network when using return_to (+To_i) in a subnetwork and second, this way 
it is possible to really exit from SPICOS-II. The Prolog code is as follows (see also 
appendix C): 

inte:rpret(Net) :- path(Net,entree,exit), real_exit(Net). 
path(Net,X,Y) :- t(Net,X,Y). 
path(Net,X,Y) :- path(Net,X,Z),!,path(Net,Z,Y). 
real_exit(dh) :-

return_to(X), % check if flag is set 
retract(return_to(X)), % if so, rerrove flag 
path(dh,X,exit), % find a path fran To i to exit 
real_exit (dh). 

real_exit(dh) :- abort. % use 'quit' to exit Prolog 
real_exit(Net) :- not(Net=dh). % continue when in subnetwork 

4.1.2. The usage of variables 

As discussed in section 2.1 variables can have an arbitrarily complex intemal structure. 
But how do we pass these variables? Local variables, i.e. variables only used within the 
body of a clause, do not give any problems. Problems arise however when variables 
have to be used in other modes (these variables are called global variables). There area 
few solutions to this problem which we will now discuss. The variables of V (the set of 
variables of N), say Vj ••• Vn, can be implemented in Prolog in three different ways: 

1. Add n extra arguments, one for each variable, to each t-, path- and inte:rpret 
clause. They can be used bath as input and output parameters. 

2 . Add one extra argument for V to each t-, path- and inte:rpret clause. This 
argument is a list of elements. Each element must have either an unique position or 
unique keyword. In the former case the number of elements is fixed (n), in the 
latter case the list may grow dynamically as elements get instantiated. 

3. Relate to each variable Vj a special clause that can be explicitly added to and 
removed from the database by the assert and retract command respectively. 

Options 1 and 2 force us to add arguments to (all) the clauses in order to carry over 
variable bindings; this isn 't very attractive. Option 3 leaves the existing clauses 
unchanged. It uses a prograrnming trick to simulate global variables in Prolog; we relate 
a keyword (the "variable") with a value, [Sterling & Shapiro, 1986 (page 198)] 
[Walker, McCord, Sowa & Wilson, 1987 (page 122)]. The dynamic predicate 
recall (+v _ i, -Value) is used to retrieve or test the current value of the variable Vj, 

while remember (+v_i, +Value) sets the value of Vj. The predicate try (+Goal) tries to 
prove Goal and will always succeed in trying. These predicates are defined as follows: 

recall(Name,Value) :- global_value(Name,Value). 
rernember(Name,Value) :-

forget (Name) , 
asserta(global_value(Name,Value)). 

try(Goal) :- Goal. 
try(_). 
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It is possible to have two clauses of global_value/2 with the same Name in the 
database, for instance the predicates: global value (question, [how, are, you]) and 
global_value (question, [what, is, that)). The variable last created will be chosen 
with for example global _ value (question, Question), but it is possible to create a 
"stack" of variables by implementing pop and push commands by removing the try/1 
(this should only be used eventually to record the history of the dialogue, not for 
"normal" variables). The predicates will look like this: 

push_glabal(Narne,Value) :- forget(Narne,Value). 
pop_glabal(Name,Value) :-

atan (Name) , 
asserta(global_value(Narne,Value)). 

We do not use the predicates global_value/2 and try/1 directly, but they have been 
used to implement a more powerful set of predicates: recall/2, d efault/3, 
forget/1, forget/2, rerrember/2. 1 We will now describe these commands: 

recall (+Narne,-Value) Retrieve the stored value of Name and unify it 
with Va 1 u e. It fails if Name has no val ue. 

default (+Narne,-Value, +Default) Retrieve the stored value of Name and unify it 
with Value. lf Name has no value, it will be 
unified with Default. 

forget (+Narne) Delete the stored value of Name, if any. 
forget (+Narne,-Value) Delete the stored value of Name, after unifying 

it with Value. lf Name doesn't exist, it fails. 
rerrernber(+Narne,+Value) Store Value as the value of Name. 

A description of the global variables used in SPI COS-II is given in appendix B. 

4.2. Input and output in the dialogue handler 

The input and output routines (hereafter referred to as 1/0) are totally independent of the 
other routines in the networks. This is very important to ensure portability to different 
systems. To stress the flexibility of the dialogue we have decided to use several kinds of 
1/0, take for example a question to the user where one has to choose between different 
items or a question where one has to ask something conceming a letter in the database 
of SPICOS-II. In the first case we would like a selection of several items with for 
instance a mouse and in the second we could speak the question. This calls for different 
approaches and we have ttied to let the system have control over this by allowing four 
classes of 1/0 (at the moment): yes/no questions, open questions, multiple choice and 
messages (see [Gargan, Sullivan & Tyler, 1988] en [Brennan, 1988]). With the aid of 
these classes the system will be able to choose the appropriate kind of 1/0. The layer 
supporting the basic 1/0 is machine-dependent and can use the technica! advantages of 
that system (e.g. on the (micro)Explorer a window-based environment and on a V AX a 
CLI-environment2). 
As mentioned in section 2.1 the interrupts from the user will be dealt with during user
input. We make this possible by adding the feature that during an open question or a 

1 1bese predicates names are bonowed from LPA MacProlog™ predefmed system predicates. 
2 0..1 means Command Line Interface (a text/keyboard based environment) 
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yes/no question a keyword like "H" or "S" can be recognized and during multiple
choice the convention that the first option is "help" and the last option "stop" is used. 

4.2.1. 1/0 in the transition network 

When using 1/0 from one of the (sub)networks, we will have two ways of using input 
and output: 

• output (for messages): output (+Text) 
• input (for user interaction): wait_for (-+MediaDescription, +TextToUser, 

-Answer). 
The variables are defined as follows: 
Text: a list of (quoted) atoms 
MediaDescription --> yn_question I open_question I multiple_choice I message 
TextToUser --> [ Question{,Option}n] with Question and Option a list of (quoted) 

atoms; note: n<10 (see also section 4.2.3) 
Answer: name of global variable whose value is a list of (quoted) atoms representing 

the input. 
When we look at ~diaDescription we see that it contains one of four values. These 
values are used to make several changes to the input and output behaviour of the 
dialogue handler. A "yn_question" means that the answer to the question can only be 
"yes" or "no". An "open_question" means that the answer can be an arbitrary string. 
The "multiple_choice" option means that the system gives the user several options from 
which only one should be chosen. And finally "message" is used to give a message to 
the user, no input is expected. 
The answer of the user can be recalled by using recall/2. When using "yn_question" 
as media descriptor it is possible to test if the answer to the question was negative by 
using reject (+Flag) or confinn(+Flag) if we want to test if the answer was 
affirmative (Flag is the name of the global variable storing the answer). This 
implementation makes the user interaction very flexible and machine independent. 

4.2.2. Help and stop user-interrupts 

If the user desperately needs help or is determined to quit (the analysis of the question 
or the entire SPICOS-11 session) the only possible way to achieve this (until now), is 
when he/she is asked for input. A transition should check if there is need for an 
interrupt by using interrupt_given (+Flag, +RightFlag) where Flag is the name of 
the global value storing the answer and RightFlag will contain a keyword of the set 
{ helpflag,stopflag}. If this routine succeeds we will mark the interrupt using 
mark_interrupt (+RightFlag) in the same transition to ensure that our network will 
continue with the execution of the help or stop network (we can compare this with 
interpret (+Net)). Also should to; get the value of the transition from where the input 
was asked. If interrupt_given/2 fails, we can continue with act; as usual. An 
example of this procedure: 

t(dh,ql,qll) :- !, 
wait_for(open_question, [['Enter',your,question,':']],question). 

t(dh,qll,ql) :- % if we succeed we should ask the question again 
interrupt_given(question,F), !, 
mark_interrupt(F). 

t(dh,qll,q2) :- % there is no interrupt, so we can continue 
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not(interrupt_given(question,_)),!, 
recognize_and_parse. 
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This example is taken from the dh network. One of the reasons that we can 't intercept 
interrupts at any time in a SPICOS-11 session is that our implementation of Prolog 
doesn 't suppon interrupts and thus we would have to capture interrupts using some C 
or assembly code program. Such code would be machine dependent, but our approach 
is a reasonable anempt to the interception of interrupts in a state transition network. 

4.2.3. The basic 1/0 layer 

The basic 1/0 layer should be implemented for each system to use their specific 
advantages. The main clause in this layer is dialogbox (tCcmnandList, +TextList, 
-DialogAnswer) . To suppon the advantages mentioned above, we have made a 
flexible data structure for this routine, which leaves ample space for special features like 
windows, dialogboxes, etc. Tuis data structure consists of three lists ( { } means zero or 
more times, { Jn means exactly n times, 1 means select one): 

l. Ccmnand.List = [I0,Misc] 
I0 = [Input,Output] 

Input--> none I keyboard I mouse I file I speech 
Output --> none I screen I printer I file I speech 

Mise = [Miscellanous] (everything needed for special features conceming 
machine specific 1/0, not used in this implementation) 

2. TextList is media-dependent: 
• multiple choice: 

TextList = [ Question { , Opt ion} n ] 
(note: n<l0; Option1= 'Help'; Optionn+1= 'Stop •)t 

• yes/no question, what/who question: 
TextList = [Question] 

• message: 
TextList = [Message] 

• when used for writing to a file: 
TextList = [FileName,List0fText] 

• when used for reading a file : 
TextList = [FileName) 

3. DialogAnswer is a list containing the answer of the user, or the list of the contents 
of a file. 

t The reason why n must be less tllan ten is a problem introduced by our implementation. We read 

the number typed in by the user as an ASCII-value and then we substract the ASCII-value of zero 

from this number. This bas a consequence however: we cannot have more than nine options 

(though this is nota severe limit. but more options may confuse the ave.rage user). 

For reading sentences from the user by reading typed-in words, we have used a shon 
program from [Pereira & Schieber, 1987, p. 222). We have adapted this program to 
read from a file as well. It is called by read_sentence (+words,+Texmi.nator) . The 
variable Words contains a list of words. The variable Texmi.nator is only used when 
reading from a file, it contains the EOF-character when the logical end of the file bas 
been reached. 
When changes should be made to the basic 1/0 layer the dialogbox-clauses should be 
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rewritten. For adapting speech to the current 1/0 layer the clauses speak (+TextList) 
and hear (-DialogAnswer) should be added to the database. 

4.3. The selection procedures 

The selection procedures are called from within three subnetworks: echo, anal and 
res. The procedures are called whenever the system Jacks criteria to resolve 
ambiguities. The 1/0 used in these procedures is typically multiple-choice (see section 
4.2.1. media_description: "multiple_choice"). The purpose of these procedures is to let 
the user choose between several options, provided by the system. The system shows 
the two standard options ("help" and "stop") and the disambiguation options it has 
computed. The generation of these options is pretty straightforward in the echo and 
anal networks, but in the res network some complications arise. We want to minimize 
the total number of choices and we want to dispose each ambiguous anaphor one by 
one. Tuis makes up for a rather complicated algorithm. 

4.3.1. Selection of the sentences 

lt is possible that several written versions of the spoken question are recognized. These 
are transferred to the echo subnetwork in order of descending probability. It is up to 
the user to select the right one. When the user rejects all possible choices the fail 
network will be called. The choices are generated in the following procedure: 
convert _ sentencelist ( +choiceList) . Tuis ChoiceList is a local argument , which 
is to be used in wait_for(multiple_choice,+choiceList,replyflag), and a 
global variable sentencelist, containing the parsed sentences, is also used. The user 
selects one of the options off ered in OloiceList and the choosen option is saved in the 
global variable replyflag. 

4.3.2. Selection of the structure 

The syntactic analysis can also lead to several ambigious structures. In such an event, 
the subnetwork anal will be given the possible structures in a global variable called 
structurelist. The strategy we have developed here is identical to the one in section 
4.3.1. We will show to the user several possible structures in descending order of 
probability by generating a local variable OloiceList, which contains a list to be used 
in wait for (multiple choice, +choiceList, replyflag). Tuis list is generated by - -
using structurelist in the predicate convert_structurelist (+choiceList). The 
option chosen by the user is saved in the global variable replyflag. 

4.3.3. Selection of the resolution 

It is possible that the question of the user contains ambiguous anaphors, e.g. "Johnson 
asked Gordon if he rcally was the right man for the job.". The anaphor "he" can refer to 
"Johnson", but equally well to "Gordon", and therefore is ambiguous. In res the 
disambiguation of will be done interactively. 
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Outline of res 

The input for the res subnetwork are two global variables called resolutionlist and 
conditionlist respectively. These are combined in resolutionlist. The output is a 
list called resol vedlist. This is how the lists look like: 

•resolutionlist = [ResolutionList,ConditionList] 
ResolutionList = [] 1 [RL {, RL} ] 

RL = [R{ ,R}] 
R = [Anaphor, AntecedentList] 

Anaphor = [AnaphorString,Anr,AnaphorLabel] 
AntecedentList = [A { , A} ] 

A = [AntecedentString,AntecedentLabel] 
ConditionList = [] 1 [EQ{,EQ}) 

EQ = [eq,Anaphor,Anaphor] 1 [neq,Anaphor,Anaphor] 

•resolvedlist = [] 1 [AA{,AA}] 

AA. = [AnaphorLabel,AntecedentLabel] 

• Check.List = [C {, C}] 
C = [AnaphorList,Ambiguous_AntecedentList] 

AnaphorList = [Anaphor{,Anaphor}] 
Ambiguous_AntecedentList = [A{,A}] 

The first list, resolutionlist, is a list of possible resolutions1. Each resolution, RL, 

is a list of lists, one list (R) for each anaphor in the question. The first element of such a 
list, Anaphor, is a list containing the string representation of the anaphor 
(AnaphorString), the start position of the anaphor string in the question (Anr), and a 
unique label for the anaphor (AnaphorLabel), respectively. The second element of such 
a list, AntecedentList, is a list of possible antecedents for the anaphor, an antecedent, 
A, is a list containing the string representation of the antecedent (AntecedentString), 
and an unique label for the antecedent (AntecedentLabel), respectively. 
The second list, conditionlist, is a list of facts (EQ). Each fact states that the two 
anaphors refer to the same antecedent. And the third list, re sol vedlist, contains the 
final resolution, i.e., pairs of anaphor and antecedent labels. This list is the result of our 
disambiguation dialogue. To construct the Jatter list from the first we have to make a 
CheckList. 
Let us take the sentence "Johnson asked Gordon if he really was the right man for the 
job." again as an example. The sentence contains one anaphor ("he") and two 
anteccdents ("Johnson" and "Gordon"). But he cannot refer to both Johnson and 
Gordon: 

ResolutionList = 
[[[he,2,labl], [[johnson,lab3], [gordon,lab4]])] 

From CheckList a c hoiceList is generated for each choice c i, which will be 
presented to the user to make a selection. The purpose of doing the selection this way is 
to minimize the number of choices and to disambiguate eacg anaphor one by one. The 
selection will be done heuristically, say that i=2 and that c1 is solved by the user, then 

1 lf the possible amecedents of the anaphors in a question are unrelated, resolutionlist will 

contain exactly one list. However, if some anaphors' resolutions are mutual exclusive, 

resolutionlist will contain more lhan one list. 
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if c2 has only one option left, the system will not bother the user with such a trivia! 
selection and will complete this choice by itself. Also, if more anaphors refer to the 
same antecedent, they will be presented to the user as a group and not as individual 
options referring to one and the same antecedent (this is achieved by using 
conditionlist to create C i). And if it has been confirmed by the user that an 
antecedent is bound by an anaphor (or a group of anaphors, see previous remark) and 
the antecedent is also optional for more anaphors after this choice, it will be removed 
from Check.List. 
The main routine is as follows: 

select resolution :-
recall(resolutionlist, [RL,ConditionList]), 
recall(question,TheQuestion), 
create_checklist([RL,ConditionList],Check.List), 
choose_resolution(TheQuestion,Check.List,ConditionList, [], 
TheResolvedList), 
% fail if no solutions are chosen: 
TheResolvedList \== [], 
rerrernber(resolvedlist,TheResolvedList). 

Now we will discuss the routines create checklist/2 and choose resolution/5 
more closely. 

Analysis of create checklist/2 

The way create_checklist/2 works is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. This diagram explains 
almost everything except a few quirks in make_ checklist/3. Because we don 't know 
the order of the anaphor-labels in ConditionList, it is possible that the order of 
Anaphors in ResolutionList doesn't correspond to the order of anaphor-labels in 
ConditionList. This means that we have to call get_all_anaphors/4 twice, with the 
order of the labels switched when calling this routine for the second time. 

Analysis of choose_resolution/5 

This is a very complicatcd routine in which ChoiceList is made, the interactive process 
between the user and system takes place and where Re sol vedList is updated. What do 
we do in this routine? We have chosen fora recursive structure, that is we take an 
element of Check.List and present that after some computing to the user (i.e. the 
creation of ChoiceList). After the user has made a choice we update Resol vedList 
and take the next element of Check.List. Before we can create ChoiceList we have to 
check if the anaphor(s) isn't already bound to an antecedent. If this is the case, then we 
can continue with the next anaphor. 
There is also a new important local variable in the body of choose resolution/5: 
LabelList. It contains the labels of the anaphors and antecedents in ChoiceList in the 
same order. This is the structure of this list: 

• LabelList = [ChoiceLabel {, ChoiceLabel}] 
ChoiceLabel = [AnaphorLabel,AntecedentLabel 

{,AnaphorLabel,AntecedentLabel}"] % n<2; n=l ~ans two anaphors 
refer to same antecedent. 
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yes 

create_checklist/2 

Split Resolutionlist and 
call create_checklist/4 

create_checklist/4 

create_checklist/4 

Take next element 
of Resolutionlist 

make_checklist/2 

Append Anaphor and its 
Antecedentlist to Checklist 

create_checklist/2 

This routine succeeds and 
we have a Checklist! 

no 

Take next element of 
Condition list 

make_checklist/3 

Take next Anaphor 
of Resolutionlist 

get_aft_anaphors/4 

Get the bound anaphors trom 
Resolutionlist with labels 
Anlab1 n Anl 2 

make_checklist/3 

Append found Anaphors and 
the Antecedentlist to 
Checklist 

Flgure 4.1. Loglc diagram of create_checklist/2 
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The main routine is as follows: 

choose_resolution(_, [],_,NewResolvedList,ResolvedList) ·
append(NewResolvedList, [],ResolvedList). 

choose_resolution(TheQuestion, [[AnaphorList,AntecedentList] 1 
RestOfCheckList],ConditionList,ResolvedList,_Z) :

if(not(bound_anaphor(AnaphorList,ResolvedList)), %then 

20 

( 

make_choicelist(AnaphorList,AntecedentList,ConditionList, 
ResolvedList, [],ChoiceList, [],LabelList), !, 

user_selection(TheQuestion,ChoiceList), !, 
update_resolvedlist(LabelList,ResolvedList, 

NewResol vedList) , ! , 
choose_resolution(TheQuestion,RestOfCheckList, 
ConditionList,NewResolvedList,_Z) 

) , %else 
choose_resolution(TheQuestion,RestOfCheckList, 
Conditionlist,ResolvedList,_Z)). 

We will now have a close look at the non-trivia! routine rrake choicelist/8. 

make choicelist/8 

The logical diagram is given in Fig. 4.2. This diagram shows how this routine works. 
There is one dirty programming trick used, in bound _antecedent/2 we have used the 
technique mentioned in section 4.1.2 for saving a local variable anaphorlabel. This 
variable is used again in is_ notequal/2. If the antecedent was already bound to an 
anaphor, we have to check if the current anaphor isn 't equal to the bound one. lf so it 
doesn 't have to be included in ChoiceList. Because of the way we implemented the 
algorithm, it wasn't possible in Prolog to keep the variable in the normal way, and we 
had to use this trick to have access to the necessary information. The variable is thrown 
away after it is used (perhaps the stack-mechanism could be used more conveniently for 
this problem, see also section 4.1.2). 
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make_choicelisVB 

Finish LabelList and 
Choice List. 
Routine succeeds! 

is_notequal/3 

Take Antecedentlabel from 
bound_antecedent/2 and 
check if Ana hor is bound 

yes 

yes 

bound_antecedent2 

Take AntecedentLabel and 
check Resolvedlist with it 

prepare_list1/B 

Appencl labels to LabelList 
and append Anaphor and 
Antecedent to Choicelist 

make_choicelisVB 

make_choicelisVB 

Take next element of 
Antecedent List 
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prepare_list218 t 
Append labels to LabelList 
and append Anaphor and 
Antecedent to Choicelist 

Flgure 4.2. Loglcal diagram of make_choicelist/8 



Chapter 5 
Proposal tor future enhancements 

After finishing a programming project, one always gets an unsatisfactory 
feeling and an urge to change several aspects of the code one has written. 
Although the program as we have discussed in this paper works, there still is 

ample space for improvements. We will now summarize some of the aspects which can 
be improved in the future. 

Variables 

Stack variables could be used in, for instance, help and stop to implement a kind of 
history for these routines. 

Basic 1/0-layer 

The current implementation of the dialogue handler only supports very basic text I/0 
procedures. Because of the fact that SPICOS-Il will be used in a speech-environment 
the basic 1/0-layer must be extended for speech. This will not be a constraint for the 
usage of SPICOS-11 on other systems without these features, because of the fact that 
data for the machine-dependencies in SPICOS-Il is totally ignored when it cannot be 
used. For demonstration purposes a graphical interface (with mouse-controlled 
dialogboxes, menu-selection and the like) will be worked out. 

Media selection 

It would be convenient to have an initialisation file for each user, containing the 
preferences of an user. The interface could also be made more intelligent by adding code 
to select the proper media for that particular input- or output-data. This is especially 
useful when implementing a window-environment for SPICOS-Il. 

Selection routines 

The selection of the different syntactic structures of a sentence is not comprehensable 
for the average user. The implementation of the code for select_ resolution can be 
improved and made more declarative. 



Chapter 6 
Conclusions 

N otwithstanding the usage of dummy routines for the parsing and analysis of 
sentences, the current implementation of the dialogue handler works 
flawlessly. The dialogue handler controls the dialogue between the system and 

the user in SPICOS-11. The dh module is the main program since it controls the 
operations performed by the system. I have been working on the implementation of the 
main body of the system, the input/output routines and several interactive selection 
routines. These routines have been written in Prolog. Because Prolog implementations 
and the hardware used differ, another important part of my work was to create a library 
of Prolog system-predicates from a specific implementation, thus ensuring software 
portability. At the moment of writing (May 1989) the program is capable of registrating 
the user, the user can ask a pre-programmed question (of which the parse trees are 
known) and the selection routines for disambiguation are also working. Funhermore the 
user can ask for help and stop during each input. 
The usage of a library of TI-Prolog system predicates in Quintus Prolog has given no 
problems when we poned the code to three different workstations. It has been shown 
that Prolog is an excellent tool for producing a prototype for an application. 
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Appendix A 
Unimplemented TI-Prolog predicates 

T he following is a list of 11-Prolog system predicates which are not implemented 
in Quintus Prolog in the "prolog.ini" file. More information about the 
implemented commands is given in chapter 3. 

Each argument is preceded by a character that bas a specific meaning (according to the 
TI-Prolog syntax): 

+ Input argument that you must instantiate 
Output argument that is retumed by the system 

? Neither an input nor an output argument; you don 't need to instantiate it. 

List of predicates not supported by our Quintus implementation 

abolish ( +Tenn) 
apply(+X,+Arg,-V) 
asserta_cc(+clause) 
assertz_cc(+clause) 
atcrn _ string ( ?Atom, ?X) 
atcrn _ string ( ?Atom, ?X, +Pkg) 
ccrrpile_cc(+File) 
coopile_file(+File) 
coopile_file(+File,+output_File) 
ccrrpile_file_cc(+File) 
coopile_file_cc(+File,+out_F) 
concat(?Strl,?Str2,?Str3) 
defpackage(+Pkg) 
defpackage(+Pkg,-+Option_List) 
defpred(+Pred,+Argstr,+Docstr 
defsystem(+S_N,+D_PN,+L_of_F) 
dribble(+File) 
dribble_buffer(+Buffer) 
dynamic Procedure 
eraseall (+Key) 
erase_recorded_literalb(+Tenn) 
erase_recorded_literalb(+K,+T) 
error_report(+T,+Mess,+P_or_Num) 
expand_form(+Tennl,+Tenn2) 
eval (+Form,-X) 
fix (+Num) 
lisp_ string ( + X) 

rnake_hash_table(+T,+S,+T) 
rnake_system(+System) 
make_system(+System,-+Opt_List) 
name(?X,?List,+Pkg) 
nodribble 
nowarn 
package_declare(+Pkg) 
package_delimiter(?Delimiter) 
package_m:xie(?M:xie) 
print_ length ( ?Length) 
print_level (?Level) 
ps:erase_literal(+Term) 
ps:erase_recorded_literal(+T) 
ps:record_literal(+Term) 
ps:recorda_literal(+Term) 
ps:recorded_literal(+Term) 
ps:recordz_literal(+Term) 
read(?Term,+Strearn,-List) 
recompile(+File) 
recompile_cc(+File) 
reconsult(+File) 
record(+Key,?Term,-Ref) 
recorda(+Key,?Term,-Ref) 
recorda_literalb(+Term) 
recorda_literalb(+Key,+Term) 
recorded_literalb(+Term) 
recorded_literalb(+Key,+Term) 



UNIMPLEMENTED TI-PROLOG COMMANDS 

record_literalb(+Tenn) 
record_literalb(+Key,+Tenn) 
recordz_literalb(+Tenn) 
recordz_literalb(+Key,+Tenn) 
reload(+File) 
resume 
retract(+Head,-Body) 
retractall(+clause) 
see(+File_or_Stream,+Strearn) 
string_chars(?String,?List) 
symbol__package(+Symbol,-Pkg) 
system(+X) 
tell(+File,+Strearn) 
tilre (-Num) 

unleash(+M::x:ie) 
warn 

** 
*> 
> 
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Appendix B 
List of the global variables 

At the moment (May 1989) we have 15 global variables (between curly brackets the 
network(s) and pred.icates that apply to them): 

helpflag 
stopflag 
replyflag 

question 

usercorrpany 
username 

sentencelist 

structurelist 

parselabel 
error list 
resolutionlist 

resolvedlist 

elffo.rmula 

elrfo.rmula 

answer 

{ dh: interrupt/1 
{ dh: interrupt/1 } 
{ dh: wait_for/3, interrupt_given/2, translate/2, 

reject/1, confi.rm/1 } 
{ dh: wait_for/3, interrupt_given/2; 

res: choose_resolution/5} 
{ dh: wait_for/3, translate/2, change_identity/ 2 
{ dh: wait_for/3, change_identity/2, 

interrupt_given/2 } 
{ dh: recognize_and_parse, cardinality/2, certain/ 1; 

echo: convert_sentencelist/1} 
{ dh: cardinality /2; 

anal: convert structurelist/1 
{ dh: resolve, build_elf} 
{ dh: recognize_and_parse} 
{ dh: resolve, anaphor_arnbiguity; 

res: select_resolution} 
{ dh: build_elf; 

res: select resolution} 
{ dh: build_elf, check_presup, presup_failure, 

translate_to_elr, dete.rmine_presup_reply} 
{ dh: translate_to_elr, plan, presup_failure, 

extended_response, plan_extended} 
{ dh: plan, dete.rmine_presup_reply, plan_extended } 

Note that this list is subject to change infuture implemenations of the dialogue hand/er! 



Appendix C 
List of predicate names 

In this reference we have three colums: first the network, second the predicate and third 
the file in which the predicates are defined. The predicates are in order of their 
mentioning in this paper. 

dh 

all networks 

echo 
anal 
res 

interpret/1 
path/3 
t/3 
real exit/1 
return to/1 
global_value/2 
set value/2 
try/1 
recall/2 
default/3 
forget/1 
forget/2 
remernber/2 
wait for/3 
output/1 
reject/1 
confirm/1 
interrupt_given/2 
mark_interrupt/1 
dialogbox/3 
read sentence/2 
speak/1 
hear/1 
convert_sentencelist/1 
convert structurelist/1 
select resolution 
create_checklist/2 
create checklist/4 
choose resolution/5 
make checklist/2 
make checklist/3 
get_all_anaphors/4 
bound _ anaphor /2 

dh.pl 

pro _pre ds. pl 

dh_IO.pl 

dialogbox.pl 

dh_IO.pl 

re.solut.ion.pl 
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res make choicelist/8 
user selection/2 
update_resolvedlist/3 
bound antecedent/2 
is_notequal/2 
prepare_listl/8 
prepare_list2/8 
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001110011 
110011100 

---► 010101110 
010101110 
001001001 
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Program Listings 

prolog.ini 

, Additional clauses !or Ouintus Prolog to make it more compatible with TI-Prolog. 

op (700, xfx, <>). 

A<>B 

append ( 1 J, List, List) • 

append( IX\Xsl, Ys, IX\Zs]) append (Xs, Ys, Zs). 

beep put (7 ). 

beep (Strearn ) :-

cè(f ile) 

current_output (Output_Stream), ! , 

set_output(Stream), 

beep, 

set_output(Outp"t_Strearn). 

uni x (cd (File )) . 

clea:-_da~abase reir.itial i se. 

c l ear_screen :

prol oo_flao(characte r_escapes,_,on), 

write( 1 \f 1
), 

prolco_flao(character_escapes, ,off). 

clear_screen(Stream) :

current_output(Output_Stream), 

aet_output(Stream), 

clear_screen, 

set_output(Output_Strearn). 

display(Tenn,Stream) :

current_output(Output_Stream), 

set_output(Stream), 

dia play (Tenn) , 

aet_output(Output_Strearn). 

findall(X,Tenn,List) 

findall (X, Tem., l ll . 

bagof(X,Tenn,List). 

if (X, Y) X -> Y., if X then Y 
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if IX, Y,Z) X -> y Z.I i! X then Y else Z 

lenQth([ XIXs ] ,N) 

length ( [ J, 0) • 

lenQth(Xs,Nl ) , Nis Nl•l. 

lead (File) aource_file(File) .1 not compatible with TI-Prolog, File has to be the abaolate name ! 

member (X, IX I_J l. 

member(X, [ IYs]) :- member(X,Ys ) . 

nl (0, Stream) :- ! • 

nl (Int,Stream) :- nl (Stream), ! , Intl is Int-1, nl (Intl, Stream). 

quit :- halt. 

reverse(Listl,List2) :- reverse(Listl, IJ,List2). 

reverse([XIXs],Acc,Ys) 

reverse ( 1] , Ys, Ys). 

reverse (Xs, [X IAcc ) , Ys). 

seen (Strearn) :-

current input{Input_Stream ) , 

set_input(Stream), 

seen, 

set input(Input Stream:. 

symbol(X) :- atom(X). 

tab tab(l). 

tol d IStream) :-

ttytab 

current _output (Output_Stream) , 

set_output (Stream) , 

told, 

set_output(Output_Stream). 

current_output(Output_Stream), 

aet_output(uaer_output), 

tab, 

ttyflush, 

aet_output(Output_Stream). 

ttynl (0) :- ! • 

ttynl(Int) :- ttynl, ! ,Intl ia Int-1,ttynl(Intl). 

ttywrite(Term) :- ttyput(Term). 

ttywritec(Term) write_canonical(user_output,Term). 

ttywriteq(Term) writeq(user_output,Term). 

writec(Term) write(Stream). 

ii 
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writec(Term~Stream) • write(Stream,Term). 

pro_preds.pl 

,, (C) COPYRIGHT 1989 IPO EINDHOVEN 

••• Other Prolog Predicates 

''' -----------
dynamic return_to/1, Qlobal_value/2. \ TI,Ouintus, ••• 

!• 

;;; 

Global variables are •imulated with the dynamic 2-ary predicate "Qlobal_value•, whose first aroument is 

the variable• name (a ProloQ atom), and whose aecond aroument is the variables value (a ProloQ term). 

Note that, recall, default, foroet and remember are LPA MacProloQ predefined (system) predicates. 

*/ 

,,, recall(Name, Value). 

\Il Name ••> name of a Qlobal variable (an atom). 

,,, Value <- current value of the variable. 

\ Retrieve the currently stored value of Qlobal variable Name and unify it with Value, recall fails if 

t Name has no currently stored value. 

recal l(N,V) :- Qlobal_value(N,V). 

\Il default(Na.'Tle, Value, Default). 

,,, Name -> name of a Qlobal variable (an atom). 

,,~ Value <- current value of the variable. 

,,, Default-> defualt value of the variable. 

1 Retrieve th currently stored value of Qlobal variable Name and unify it with Value. 

, If Name has no currently stored value, Value will be unified with Default. 

default(N,V, ) :- r~call(N,VJ, ?. 

default(_, D,O). 

,,, !oroet(Name). 

,,, Name -> name of a Qlobal variable (an atom). 

1 Delete the stored value of Qlobal variable Name, if any. 

forget (Name) 

atcm(Name), 1 Name must be an atom. 

try (retr.act (Qlobal_value (Name,_))). \ remove old value if set previously 

,,, foroet(Name, Value). 

'"' Name -> n.ame of a Qlobal variable (an atom) • 

,,, Value <- last value of the variable. 

, Delete the stored value of Qlobal variable Name, after unifyino it with Value. 

, forqet/2 f.aila if N- does no exist. 

forget(Name, Value) 

recall(Name,Value), 

forget (Name). 

,,, remember(Name, Value). 

\Il Name -> name of a Qlobal variable (an atom). 

\Il Value -> new value of the variable. 
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\ Store Value as the va lue of globa l variab l e Name. 

remember(Name, Value) 

try (Goal) 

try(_). 

forget (Name ) , 

asserta(global_value(Name, Va lue)I. 

Goa l . 

clear_dynamics :

retractall(return_to( )), 

retractall(Qlobal_value(_,_)). 

111 change_indentity(UserCompany, UserName) 

111 UserCompany -> new value for usercompany. 

UserName -•> new value for username. 

1: add new value. 

1 try to prove a goa l , 

1 and trying always s ucceeds. 

111 Chanoe the olobal variables usercompany and username to 

111 UserCompany and UserNarne respectively. 

c hange_ident ity(X ,Y ) :-

remember (usercompany, X}, 

remember(username,Y). 

111 known_company 

111 known_company succeeds if usercompa ny is either siemens or philips . 

kncwn_company recall(usercompany,siemensl. 

known_company :- reca ll(usercompany,ph ilips). 

cardinality (List, Nl :

reca ll (List, TheList), 

length(TheList, Num), 

convert_card(Num,N l . 

convert_card(N,Nl :- N •< 1, ' 

convert_card( ,more_than_one). , N>l 

not (Goal) \+ Goal. 

set_of(X,G,R) : - setof(X,G,Rl, 

set_ of ( , , 1 J ) • 

1 push(+Value,+Stack,-NewStack) 

1 (New)Stack represented as a list 

push(NewTop,Stack, (NewToplStack]). 

(Topi Rest] 

1 pop(-Value,+Stack,-NewStack) 

1 (New)Stack represented as a list: (Top)Rest] 

pop(OldTop, (OldToplNewStack],NewStack). 

/* ALTERNATIVE: 

1 push(+Value,+Stack,-NewStack) 

, (New)Stack represented as a structure 

push(NewTop,Stack,s(NewTop,Stack)). 

s(Top,Rest) 

iv 
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• pop(-Value,+Stack,-NewStack) 

1 (New)Stack repreaented as a structure 

pop(Oldîop,s(Oldîop,NewStack),NewStack). 

•/ 

,,, push_olobal(+Name, +Value). 

s (Top, Rest) 

•11 StackName ••> name of a olobal stack (an atom). 

Value -> value of new top element. 

• Push Value onto the olobal stack called StackName. 

• push_olobal never !ails: the first Value is pushed onto the empty stack. 

push_Qlobal(Name, Value) :-

default(Name,OldValue, (]), 

push(Value,OldValue,NewStack), 

remember(Name,NewStack), 

leut, otherwiae •pushes" (more than once?) twice when 

'lbackt racked. 

••• pop_olobal(+StackName, -Value). 

,,, StackName -> name of a olobal stack (an atoml . 

"'' Value <- value of the variab l e. 

'I Pop the top element from the olobal stack called StackName 

1 and unify its value with Value. pop_olobal fails if stack is empty. 

pop_olobal(Name, Valuel :-

dh.pl 

recall(Name,OldVa lue), 

pop(Value,OldValue,NewValue), 

remember(Name,NewVa l ue), !.leut, otherwi se keeps "poppi nç " or actually dupli catinQ the s t ac k . 

,1 (C) COPYRIGHT 1989 IPO EINDHOVEN 

(dh_clauses,dh_IOJ 

run clear_dynamics, t start without history! 

interpret (dhl. 

interpret(Net) :- path(Net,entree,exit), real_exit(Net). 

path(Net,X,Y) • t(Net,X,Y). 

path(Net,X,Y) :- path(Net,X,ZI, !,path(Net,Z,YI. 

real_exit(dhl • 

return_ to (X), 

retract(return_to(Xl), 

path (dh, X, exit) , 

real_exit(dh). 

ttal_exit(dhl :- abort. 1 quit. Il if you want to exit from Prolog 

real_exit(Net) • not(Net•dhl. 

t(Net,X,X) :-

interrupt(helpflag), ! , 1 not(Net•helpl, 

interpret (help) • 

t (Net,X,X) :-

V 
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inte r rupt (s topf l aQ ) ,not {Net-st op ) , ! , 

interpret ( stop) • 

t (_,_,exit) :

return_to( ). 

t(dh,exit,exit). lneeded to rea lly exit !rom dh ••• 

t (dh , entree, Ql) :- ! , 

interpret (in i t) . 

t(dh,ql,qll) :-!, 

wa.it_for(open_queation, ( l 'Enter•,your,question, 1 : 
1 ) ] ,ques t ion ). 

t (dh,qll,ql) :-

interrupt_Qiven(q,,eation,F), ! , 

mark_interrupt(F). 

t(dh ,qll ,q2 ) :-

not(interrupt_oiven (questi on, ) ) , ! , 

recoQni ze_ a nd_pa r s e . 

t(dh,q2,q3) :- 1 certa in recOQn iti on of 1 sentence 

cardinality (se nt.ence l ist, 1), certa i n (sentence l ist.) , ! , 

store_the_ sen t e nce . 

t (dh, q2, q3) :- 1 uncertain recoQnition of l sentence 

cardinality (sentencelist, 1), not (certa in (se nt e nce l 1st )) , ! , 

atore_the_sentence . 

t(dh,q2,q3) :- 1 arnbiQuous recoQ nit i on 

cardi nality(se nt.ence li s t , more_tha n_one ) , ! , 

interpret (echo ) • 

t (dh,q2,q2) :- 1 uns ucces full recogn i t i on 

cardina lit y(sent e nce li s t , O) , ! , 

output. ( I 'I ', beQ, your,pardo n, • ? ' J), i nterpr e t (fa il) . 

t(dh,q3,q4) :- 1 no syntactic arnb i gu it y 

cardinality(structure l ist ,l ) . 

t(dh,q3,q4) :- 1 ayntact i c arnb i guit y 

cardinality(structurelist,more_than_one) , !, 

interpret (ana l) • 

t(dh,q3,q3) :- 1 unauccesf ul parsinQ 

cardinality(atructurelist,O), !, 

det.ermine_ fail_reply, 

output ( 1 •Sorry ••• •, parser]), 

output_anawer, 

interpret (fail). 

t(dh,q4,q5) :-!, 

reaolve" 

t (dh, q5, q6) :-

not (anaphor_arnbiQuity), ! , 

remember(resolvedlist, ( ]l. 

t (dh, q5, q6) :-

anaphor_arnb i Quity, !, 

interpret ( res l • 

t(dh,q6,q7) :-

build_el!, ! , 

vi 
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check_presup. 

t(dh,Q7,q71) :

not(presup_failure), !, 

(translate_to_elr 

; (output ( 1 'Sorry ••• •, tnnslator]), interpret ( fai l) ) 

,. 
t(dh,q71,q8) :-!, 

plan, 

; (output ( 1 •Sorry ••• • ,evaluator]), interpret (fail)) . 

t(dh,q7,presup) :

preaup_failure, !, 

determine_presup_reply, 

output_a.nswer. 

t (dh, qB,al :

extended_response, ! , 

plan_ extended, 

output_answer. 

t (dh, qB,a) :-

not(extended_response), !, 

output_ answer. 

t (dh,presup,qll) :-!, 

1 no extended response possible 

wait_fcr (open_question, [ {'Enter•, your, question, ':' )) , question) . 

t(dh,a,qll) :-!, 

vait_for (open_que:stion, [ l 'Enter', your, question, 1 : 1 ]), question ) . 

t(init,entree,11) :- ! , 

output< [ • Hi', there, ' ! ', 'This •,is,• SPICOS 2', speak i ng, 1
• ' )) , 

output(('You',are,at.,the, 'IPO-site', 1 .'Jl. 

t (in1t, 11,111) :-!, 

wait_for (rnultlple_choice, 11 'Which', company, •? • J, 1 help ] , (phi lips J, {siemens], 1 ether], 1 stop ] J , 

replyflaoJ. 

t(lnit,111,11) :-

lnterrupt_olven(replyflao,FJ, !, 

mark_lnterrupt(F). 

t(lnlt,111,12) :-

not(lnterrupt_;lven(replyflao,_)),!, 

tranalate(replyflao,uaercanpany). 

t (inlt, 12, 13) :-

knovn_canpany, !, 

walt_for(open_queatlon, ll'What',la,your,narne,'?'JJ,usernarne). 

t(inlt,13,12) :-

interrupt_oiven(uaername,F),!, 

-rk_lnterrupt(F). 

t(inlt,12,exit) :-

not(known_company),!, 

chanoe_ldentlty(unknown,unknown), 

output ( 1 • SPI COS 2 •, ',•,at, your, service]). 

t(init,13,exit) :

not(interrupt_oiven(username,_)), !, 

chanoe_identlty(usercanpany,uaernarne), 

vii 
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output(('You',are,now,loQQed, in,the, 'SPICOS 2',system) ). 

t(echo,entree,echol) :-!, 

output(['I',am,not,sure,of,what,you,were , sayinQ ] ). 

t (echo,echol,echo2) :- ! , 

convert_aentenceliat(ChoiceLiat), 

wait_for(multiple_choice,ChoiceLiat,replyflaQ). 

t(echo,echo2,echol) :-

interrupt_c;iiven(replyflaQ,F), ! , 

mark_interrupt(F). 

t(echo,echo2,exit) :-

not(interrupt_c;iiven(replyflaQ,_l), ! , 

•elect_aentence. 

/• t(echo,echo2,exit) :- lunaucceafull recoc;inition (or stop option) 

output(('Sorry ••• ',echo]), 

interpret (fail). 

t(ana l ,entree,anal l ) :-

output ( 1 'I •, am, not, sure, of , the, structure, of, your, sentence]) • 

t(ana l ,anall,anal2) :- ! , 

convert_atructurelist(ChoiceLi st), 

wait_for (mu l tipl e_choice , Choi ceList, rep l yf laQ ) • 

t(anal,anal2,anall) :-

interrupt_Qiven (replyflaQ, F), ! , 

mark_interrupt(F). 

t (ana l ,ana l 2,exit) :-

not (interrupt_Qiven(replyflaQ, ) ), !, 

ae l ect_structure. 

/• t(anal,anal2,exit) :-

output(('Sorry • • • ',analysis) ) , 

interpret (faill. 

t (res,entree, resl) :-

output ( [ 1I1,am,not,aure,0f,the,resolution,of,your,sentence)). 

t (res, real,exit) :-

•elect_reaolution, 

update_reaolution. 

't (rea, real,exitl :-

output ( {'Sorry ••• ',resolution] l, 

interpret (!aill. 

t(stop,entree,stopll :- !, 

remember(stopflac;i,off l , 

wait_for (yn_question, [ [ 'ForQet', last, queation, '?' J J, replyflaQl • 

t(stop,stopl,exit) :-

reject (replyflaQl, ! , 

output ( ( 1 No' ,problem, ', •, • I • ,will, •continue ... • ] ). 

t(stop,stopl,stop2) :-

viii 
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confirm(replyflaal, ! , 

wai t_!or (yn_question, 11 • For<~et •, all, '?' J J , repl y!la Q) • 

t (atop,stop2,exit) :-

reject (reply!laq),?, 

clear_last_sentence, 

output ( ('By', your,comnand]), 

asaerta(return_to(ql)). 

t(stop,lltop2,stop3) :-

con!irm(reply!laql, ?, 

vait_for(yn_queation,(('New',aeaaion,'?'l),reply!laQ). 

t(atcp,atop3,exit) :

rtject(replyflaQ), ?, 

output ( [ 'See 1 ,you,around, ',•,'bye ... •]), 

aaaerta(return_to(exit)). 

t(atop,atop3,stop4l :

con!irm(replyflaQ), ?, 

wait_!or (yn_question, 1 1 'Chanoe', identi ty, '?') J, rep l y!la,; ) • 

t(stop,lltop-4,exit) :

reject(reply!laQ),?, 

clear_dialooue_history, 

output ( t 'Okay', ', •, next, orders, please)), 

asserta(return_to(qll). 

t(atop,stop4,exitl :

con!irm(reply!laol, ?, 

asserta(return_to(entree ) ). 

t(help,entree,ex1t) :-

remember(help!laq,o!! ) , 

output(('This',is,your,helpinq,hand]l, 

output ( l • I • ,mn, sorry,',', but, • I' ,cannot, help, you, • (yet) ']) . 

t(fail,entree,ex itl : -

out.put ( ( • I •, failed, '•soa• 1
]), 

asaerta(return_to(q l )). 

interrupt(Flaql :

recall(Flag,on). 

dialogbox.pl 

Il (C) COPYRIGHT 1989 IPO EINDHOVEN 

111 dialcobox(ComnandLiat,TextList,DialogAnswerl 

1 -> CamundList containa the !ollowing liats: 

' 
' 
' 

Listl: (input,output ] 

List2: (X,Y,X_Lenoth,Y_length] 

;input: none I keyboard I rnouse I speech 

;output: none I screen t printer t file t speech 

;window-size 

1 List3: (button_l,button_2, ••• ,button_n] ;n<lO 

1 ••> TextList is a list containinQ the text to be put in the box . 

1 This list ahould look like this: 

ix 
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[Ouestion,Option_l,Option2, •.• ,0ption_n) 

But when uaed !or writinq toa file: 

[ F ileNarne, Text) 

;n<lO 

% --> DialooAnswer is a list containing the user•s answe r 

['read_sent.pl'). 

, speaks a aentence 

dialoqbox([[none,speech) I_SEP),TextList, ) 

speak (TextList) • 

• •peak• a aentence and listen's for an answer 

dialoqbox([[apeech,apeech) I_SEP),TextList,DialoqAnswer) 

apeak (TextList), 

hear(DialoqAnawer). 

, writea aanethinq on the acreen 

dialoqbox(([none,screen) I_SEP),TextList,_) :

drawtext(TextList). 

, writea somethino on the screen and wait's for an input atrino 

dialoqbox([(keyboard,screen) I_SEPJ,TextList,DialoqAnswer) 

drawtext(TextList), 

drawanswer(DialoqAnswer). 

1 writes options on the screen and user makes a selection 

dialoqbox ( [ (rnouse, screen) I_ SEP), TextList, (DialoqAnswer)) 

drawtext(TextList,NurnberO!Options), 

drawanawer(DialoqAnswer,NurnberO!Options). 

, writes aomethinq toa file 

dialoqbox ( 1 (none, file J I_SEP), [ [ FileName J, Text J , 

nofileerrors, 

output_to_file(FileName,Text), 

writeln(•Written •,FileName," to disk. 1
'), 

f ileerrors. 

, reads aomethinq !rom a file 

dialoqbox ( [ (file, Output] 1 SEP), [ ( FileName]], 

input_from_file(FileName,TextList), 

dialoqbox( 1 (none,Output] ISEP),TextList,_). 

apeak(_TextLiat). 

hear(_DialoqAnswer). 

drawtext ( 1 J ) • 

drawtext((Sentence!Other)) :

draw_aentence(Sentence), 

drawtext (Other) • 

drawtext((),_NurnberOfOptions). 

drawtext ( (Oue.stion !Optiona], NurnberO!Options) 

draw_sentence(Question), 

drawtext_options(Options,NurnberO!Options,l). 

drawtext_options([),NumberOfOptions,Count) :-

X 
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NwnberO!Options is Count -1 , 

drawtext_options([OptionlMoreOptions ] ,SEP,Countl 

write (Count), write ( •. '),draw_ sent.ence (Opt ion) , ! , 

Countl is Count•l, 

drawtext_optiona(MoreOptiona,SEP,Countl). 

draw_aentence([Jl :- nl. 

draw_aentence([WordlMoreWords)) write(Word),write(' '),!,draw_sentence(MoreWords). 

drawan■-r(DialoçAn■werl :- read_aentence(DialcoAnswer,_). 

drawanaver(Dialo0Answer,NwnberOfOptions) :

writeln('Enter your choice, please .•. '), 

uaer_input(DialoçAnawer,NwnberOfOptions), 

getO(_). 

user_input(Anawer,Max ) • 

repeat., 

,;iet (Input) , 

A is Input-48, 

luntil 

A > 0, A -< Max, ! , 

if(A-Max, Answer•O, Answer•A). 

output_to_file(FileNarne,Textl :

open(FileName,append,FileStreaml , 

write_list(Text,FileStream) , 

close(FileStream). 

output_to_file(FileName,Textl 

open(FileName,write,FileStrearn) , 

vrite_list(Text,FileStream), 

close(FileStream). 

input_fran_file(FileName,FileTextl :

open(FileName,read,FileStream) , 

current._input(Stream) , 

set_input(FileStreaml, 

read_list(_Buffer,FileText,O), 

aet_input (Stream), 

clo■e(FileStream). 

write_list([J,FileStream) :- fluah_output(FileStream). 

write_list((XIX.J,FileStr..,.,) :- write(FileStream,X),nl,vrite_list(Xa,FileStream). 

read_liat(Bu!f,FileText,1) :- append(Buff,(J,FileText). 

read_list(Buff,FileText,O) :

read_aentence(Dwm,y,T), 

append(Buff,Dwm,y,Buffl), 

i! (eo! (T), 'tthen 

xi 
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read_list(Buf ! l , file Text,l),le l se 

read_list (Bu!fl, fileText, 0) ). 

read_sent.pl 

1, (C) COPYRIGHT 1989 IPO EINDHOVEN 

111 read_aentence(Words,Terminator ) 

IU ------- -

,11 Word•-> aet of words read trom the atandard input 

111 Terminator -> EOF character is detected 

,11 Words are delimited by apacea and the line ia ended by a newline. 

,11 Caae ia not folded; punctuation ia not atripped. 

read_sentence(Worda,Terminator} 

oetO (Char ) , 

read_aentence(Char,Words,Terminator). 

1 Newlines end the i nput. 

read_aentence (C, [ ), 0) 

1 EOF ends the input. 

read_sentence(C, ,-1 ) 

1 Spaces are ionored . 

read_aentence(C,Words,T) 

apace (C), ! , 

new l ine (C), ! • 

eof (C ) , ! • 

oetO (Cha r ), 

read_sentence(Char,Words ,T) . 

1 EverythinQ else starts a word. 

read_aentence(Char, (Word lWords }, T) 

read_word (Char,Chars,Next.) , 

name(Word,Chars), 

read_sentence(Next ,Words, T}. 

111 read_word(Chars) 

111 --------------

1 prime the lookahead 

1 qet. the words 

1 qe t the word 

1 pack the characters i nto an at om 

1 oet. some more words 

xii 

111 Chara --> list of characters read from t he standard input and delimited by spaces or newli nes. 

1 Space and newline and a word. 

read_word (C, ( J, C) :- apace (C ) , ! • 

read_word(C, [J,C) :- newline(C), ! . 

1 All other charactera are added to the list. 

read_word(Char,[CharlChars],Last) :-

oetO (Next), 

read_word(Next,Chara,Laat). 

apace(32). 

newline (10) • 

newline (141). 

eof(-1). 

media_select.pl 

Il (C) COPYRIGHT 1989 IPO EINDHOVEN 

1 the ASCII code for the apace character 

1 the ASCII code for the newline character 

1 the ASCII code f or the return character on (micro)Explorer 

1 the UNIX code for the EOF character 

111 aelect_media(MediaDescription,InputOutput,TextToUser) 
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111 MediaDescription -> (yn_question,open_question,multiple_choice,messaQe } 

••• InputOutput <•• [Input,Output) 

Text.ToUser <••> [Question,Optionl, ••• ,Opt1on9 ) fOptionl•he l p) 

,,, Isa rudimentary form of an automatic select.ion fora medium !or data. 

aelect_mediafyn_Question, [keyboard,screen),_TextToUser J. 

aelect_media(open_Question,[keyboard,screen),_TextToUser). 

aelect_media(multiple_choice, [mouse,acreen),_TextToUser). 

•elect_media(meaaa9e, (none,acreen],_TextToUser). 

dh_IO.pl 

·• (C) COPYRIGHT 1989 IPO EINDHOVEN 

••• I/O predicates 

, .. ----------
:- [ 'dialoobox.pl' J . 

[ 'media_aelect.pl' ) . 

writeln(X) :- write(X),nl. 

readln(X) :- read(X),n l . 

••• wait_for(MediaDescription,TextToUser,AnswerStrinQ) 

,11 MediaDescription -> (yn_question,open_question,multiple_choice,messaqe} 

"' TextToUser -> 1 [Question). [Optionl), •.• , [OptionN J J {Optionl•help ) {OptionN•stop ) {N<9 ) 

Answer <- name o! oloba l va lue in which to store Answer 

\Il Isa link ~o dialoQbox anà convert.s the Answer toa sentence . 

wa it_for(MediaDescription,TextToUser,AnswerStrinQ) 

eelect_media(MediaDescription,InputOutput,TextToUser), 

dial oQbox([InputOutputJ,TextToUser,Answer), 

• dialoQbox checks ranQe of Answer ... 

remember(AnswerStrinQ,Answer ) . 

0utput_anawer :

recall(a0swer,Answer), 

output(Anawer). 

••• oll'tput(Meaaaoe> 

,11 Measaoe -> IText) : Text is a list of (Quoted) atoms! 

••• Output aends a spoken measaQe to the uaer. 

output (X) :-

aelect_media (messaoe, InputOutput, X), 

dialaobox([lnputOutput), IX),_). 

interrupt_oiven(Flao,RiQhtflao) 

recall(FlaQ,Value), 

check_interrupt(Value,RiQhtFlaQ). 

xiii 
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mark_interrupt(RightflaQ ) remember(Rightflag,on) . 

111 chec k_interrupt(Value,Riqhtflag) 

111 Check_interrupt looks if Value represents the words help or stop or numbers Oor 1. 

check_interrupt ( l l, helpflag). 

check_interrupt((h),helpflag ) . 

check_interrupt ( 1 • H • J, helpflag). 

check_interrupt((help) ,helpflag). 

check_interrupt(['Help'),helpflag). 

check_interrupt(l'HELP'),helpflag). 

check_interrupt((l),helpflag). 

check_interrupt((s ] ,stopflag). 

check_interrupt(['S'),stopflag). 

check_interrupt((stop ) ,stopflag). 

check_interrupt(('Stop'),stopf l ag ) . 

chec k_interrupt(('STOP' ) ,stopflag). 

check_interrupt((O),stopflag) . 

111 reject (FlaQ ) 

111 Reject succeeds if Flag is negative. 

reject (Flag) ,- reca ll (Flag, [n ] ). 

reject (Flag) reca l l (Flag, ( 'N' ] ). 

reject(Flag) ,- recall(Flag, [no]). 

reject (FlaQ) recall (Flag, ( 'No' J ). 

reject (Flag) ,- recall (Flag, [ 'NO' J). 

111 confirm( Fl ag) 

111 Conf i rm succeeds if Flag is affirmat ive. 

confirm(Flag) ,- recall (Flag , (y)). 

confirm(FlaQ) ,- recall (Flag, [ ' 'J']). 

confirm(FlaQ ) 

conf i rm ( Flag) 

recall (flag, (yes)). 

recall (Flag, 1 ' 'Jes' ] ). 

confirm(Flag) ,- recall (Flag, [ ''JES' ]) . 

111 clear_dialoQue_hiatory 

111 This is not really an IO-clause, but since it cannot be defined already, I have put it here !or 

,,, convenience. 

clear_dialOQue_history output ( 1 'The•, dialOQue, history, has, been, cleared]) • 

111 clear_last_sentence 

111 This is not really an IO-clause, but since it cannot be defined already, I have put it here for 

111 convenience. 

clear_laat_sentence : - output([ 1 Your 1 ,last,aentence,has,been,cleared]). 

111 convert_sentencelist(ChoiceList) 

111 ChoiceList <•• ll'Which sentence do you mean?', [he l p], 

IU (OuestionStr i ng l ], ••• , [Ouest i onStrinQn ] , [stop (•No match ) J l 

111 where sentencelist denotes l(OuestionStringl,Labe l l J, ••• J 

111 Used in the echo-state !or aelecting the right question (string). 

xiv 
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conven_aentencelist(ChoiceLi st) :

recall(aentencelist,Sentences ) , 

convert_sentence_to_llst{Sent ences, [ ] ,ChoiceLi s t ). 

conven_sentence_to_list(IJ,Choices,Z) 

reverae(Choicea,X), 

append ( 11 'Which •, sentence, do, you, rnean, •? • J, [help] J, X, Y), 

append(Y,lf'stop (•No match) 'J],Z). 

convert_aentence_to_liat(l[Sentencel_Xs] IYa],Sx,Z) 

convert_aentence_to_liat(Ys, l5entence 1Sx],Z). 

111 convert_atructureliat(ChoiceLiat) 

111 ChoiceList <- l'Which atructure do you rnean?','help', 

111 ParaeTreel, ••• , ParseTreen, 'atop (•No match) '] 

111 where structureliat denotes [[ ParseTreel,LabellJ, ••• J 

111 Used in the anal-atate for ae l ectinQ the riQht atructure (parsetree). 

convert structurelist(ChoiceLi st) :-

recall(structurel ist,Structures ) , 

convert_atructure_t o_l ist(Structures, [J ,ChoiceList ) . 1 (remove labe l s ) 

conven_atructure_to_liat([J,Choicea,Z) :

reverse(Choice1,X), 

append ( 11 • Which', atructure, do, you ,mean , '?'], ( help ] J , X, Y), 

append (Y, 11 'stop (•No mat c h)• J J, Zl . 

convert_atructure_to_l ist([ [Sentence l_Xs ] IYs ] ,Sx,Z ) 

conven._sentence_to_l i st( Ys, ISe ntence lSx),Z ) . 

111 trans l ate(Number , User Company ) 

Number -> InteQe r 

111 UaerCompany <- 'siemens' er ' ph i lips ' or •unknown• . 

111 Conven the number to the company name. 

translate(Number,Uaercompany) 

recall(Number, !No] ), 

aelect_company(No,Company) , 

remember(UserCompany,Company). 

select_company(2,philips). 

aelect_company(3,aiemena). 

aelect_company(4,unknown). 

dh_clauses.pl 

Il (C) COPYRIGHT 1989 IPO EINDHOVEN 

:- l'dwrmies / pro_preds.pl'J. 

l'dummies/recconize_and_parse.pl'J. 

['dummies/build_elf.pl'J. 

:- l 'dummies/translate_to_elr.pl '] . 

feva l] . 

:- [ 'dummies/dummy_preds.pl'J. 
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('resolution.pl'], 

store_the_sentence :-

recall (sentencelin, 110, S] J), 

store_the_sentence(((Q,S]]). 

, select resolution clauses 

atore_the_aentence(((QuestionString,StructureList]Jl :

remember(sentencelist, ((QueationString,StructureList]Jl, 

remember(question,QuestionString), 

remember(structurelist,StructureList). 

•elect_aentence :

recall(sentencelist,SentenceList), 

recall(replyflag,Replyflag), 

Nwnber is Replyflag-1, 1 becauae Replyflag•l ia the help-option 

aelect_sentence(Number,SentenceList). 

,,, select_aentence(Number,SentenceList} 

n, Nwnber ••> an integer-pointer 

111 SentenceLiat <•· ((QueationString,StructureLiat]J 

xvi 

,,, Thi• routine gets the desired question from SentenceList and clears the other possible quest i ons 

,,, in SentenceList. 

select_•entence(Number,SentenceList) 

aelect sentence(Number,O,SentenceList,TheSentence), 

store_the_sentence(TheSentence). 

select_sentence(N,N,Sl,S2) :-

!, length(Sl,l), append(Sl, l] ,S2 ) . 

select_sentence(Nwnber,Buff, (XIXs],S) :-

Buffl 15 Buff+l, 

if(Buffl•Nwnber,lthen 

aelect_aentence(Nwnber,Buffl, (X],S),lelse 

aelect_sentence(Nwnber,Buffl,Xs,S)) . 

.at!lect_atructure :

recall(structureliat,StructureList), 

recall(replyflag,Replyflag), 

Nwnber is Replyflag-1, 

aelect_structure(Nwnber,StructureList). 

111 select_atructure(Nwnber,StructureLiat) 

111 Nwnber -> an integer-pointer 

,,, StructureList <- IIParseTree,ParseLa.belJJ 

1 becauae Replyflag•l is the help-option 

111 This routine gets the desired structure !rom StructureList and clears the other possible structures 

111 in StructureList. 

aelect_atructure(Nwnber,StructureList) 

select_structure(Number,0,StructureList,TheStructure), 

remember(atructurelist,TheStructure), 

TheStructure • 11 , ParseLabel]J, 
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rernember(parselabel,ParseLabe l) • 

.select_.st.ructure (N, N, Sl, S2) :-

! , lençth(Sl,l), append(Sl, l],S2). 

aelect._struct.ure(Number,Bu!f, IXIXa],S) :-

Buf!l is Buf!+l, 

if(Buffl•Number,lthen 

aelect_atructure(Number,Buf!l, IX],S),lelae 

aelect_atructure(Number,Bu!!l,Xs,S)) 

resolution.pl 

111 This routine tries to solve the problem of unbound anaphors and their antecedents. 

dynamic remember_anaphorlabel/1. 

select_reaolution :-

recall(resolutionlist, IRLIConditionList]), 

recall(question,TheQuestion), 

create_checklist(IRLIConditionList],CheckList), 

choose_resolution(TheOuestion,CheckList,ConditionList, IJ, 

TheResolvedList), 

TheResolvedList \-- IJ, 

remember(resolvedlist,TheResolvedList). 

111 create_checklist(ResolutionList,CheckList) 

,,, ResolutionList -> tResolutions lConditionList ] 

111 CheckList <- llAnaphorListlAntecedentList] IMoreListPairs] 

111 This routine creates a CheckList with the help o! ConditionList. 

111 AnaphorList contains all equal anaphora and AntecedentList 

111 contains all the antecedents which can belonQ to the anaphors. 

111 Thouçh AnaphorList could contain l element as well! 

create_checklist(IRLIConditionList],CheckList) 

create_checklist(RL,ConditionList, IJ,CheckList). 

create_checkliat(ll,l),DWfflly,CheckList) :

append(DWfflly, l],CheckLiat). 

create_checkliat(IRIRnl, 11,DWfflly,CheckListl :

make_checkliat(R,DWffllyl), 

append(Dumey, IDWffllyl],OU11111y2), 

create_checklist(Rn, IJ,D1111111y2,CheckList). 

create_checkliat(RL, {ConditionlMoreConditions],DWfflly,CheckList) :

if(member(neq(_,_l, [Condition]l,lthen 

create_checkliet(RL,MoreConditions,DWfflly,CheckList),lelae 

make_checklist(RL,Condition,Dumnyl), 

append(DWfflly, IDWffllyl],DWfflly2l, 

create_checklist(RL,Moreconditions,OWfflly2,CheckList) 

)). 
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,,, make_checkl1st(Resolut1on,Dummy) 

,,, Resolution ••> (AnaphorlAntecedentList ] 

,,, Dummy<•• ((Anaphor] 1AntecedentL1st] 

make_checkl1st((AnaphorlAntecedentL1st],Dummyl 

append(((Anaphor]],AntecedentList,Dummyl), 

append(Dummyl, (],Dummy). 

,,, make_checkliat(Resolutiona,Condition,Dummy) 

,,, Resolutiona --> (AnaphorlAntecedentList] 

,,, Condition-> equal(AnaphorLabell,AnaphorLabel2) 

,,, DWfflly <-- (AnaphorListlAntecedentLiat] 

,,, This routine makes 1 element of CheckList. 

make_checkliat((],_,DWfflly). 

make_checklist(((AnaphorlAntecedentLiat] IRLiat],eQ(AnLabl,AnLab2),DWfflly) 

if(member(AnLabl,Anaphor),lthen 

oet_all_anaphors(RList,AnLab2, l],AnaphList),lelse 

if(member(AnLab2,Anaphor),lthen 

get_all_anaphors(RList,AnLabl, (],AnaphList),lelse 

make_checklist(RList,eQ(Anlabl,Anlab2),Dummyl)), 

append((Anaphor],AnaphList,AllAnaphList), 

append((AllAnaphList],AntecedentList,Dummy). 

,,, oet_all_anaphors(Resolutions,AnaphorLabel,Dummy,AnaphorList) 

,,, Resolutions •·> ((Anaphor1AntecedentList] IMoreresolutions] 

,,, AnaphorLabel ••> label of Anaphor 

IU Dummy <••> l l 

,,, AnaphorList <•• (Anaphor lMoreAnaphorsJ 

,,, This routine trie• to fetch the Anaphors with AnaphorLabel from the ResolutionList. 

Qe~_all_a~aphors( ( ],_,Dummy,AnaphList) 

append(Dummy, l],Anaphlist). 

oet_all_anaphors(l(AnaphorlAntListJ IRListJ,AnaphorLabel,Dummy,ZI 

if(member(AnaphorLabel,Anaphor),lthen 

append(Dummy, (Anaphor],Dummyl),lelse 

oet_all_anaphors(RList,AnaphorLabel,Dummyl,Z)), 

append(Dummyl, IJ,Z). 

111 choose_resolution(TheQuestion,CheckLiat,ConditionLiat,Dummy, 

,,, TheReaolvedList) 

,,, TheOueation -> the QUeation the uaer asked the machine 

,,, CheckLiat --> ((AnaphorLiatlAntecedentLiatJ IMoreLiats] 

,,, ConditionList --> (ConditionlMoreConditionsJ 

,,, TheReaolvedLiat <-

''' ((AnaphorLabellAntecedentLabel] IMoreLabelPairs] 

,,, The routine triea to bind the anaphora and antecedent• by user-interaction. It does this 

xviii 

111 intellioent, that ia to aay it looks if an anaphor ia already bound to an antecedent and if thi• is 

,,, the case tries the next anaphor in CheckList. 

choose_resolution(_, IJ, ,NewResolvedList,ResolvedList) 

append(NewResolvedList, IJ,ResolvedList). 

choose_resolution(TheOuestion, l(AnaphorListlAntecedentList] IRestOfCheckList],ConditionList,ResolvedList, 

_Z) 
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if(not(bound_anaphor(AnaphorL1st,ResolvedL1 st ) ),lthe n 

make_cho1celist(AnaphorList,AntecedentL1st,Cond1t1onL1st , Resol ved L1 s t , Il , 

ChoiceLiat, l],LabelList), ! , 

uaer_aelection(TheQueation,ChoiceLiat ), ! ,update_resolvedl ist(Labe l Li st,Resol vedLi st, 

NevReaolvedLiat), ! , 

choose_reaolution(TheQuestion,RestOfCheckList,ConditionList,NewResolvedLi st, _ Z) 

) , lelse 

chooae_reaolution(TheQuestion,RestO!CheckLiat,Conditionlist,ResolvedList, Z)). 

111 bound_a~hor(AnaphorLiat,ResolvedList) 

,,, AnaphorList -> IAnaphor[AnaphorsJ 

111 ResolvedLiat -> 

111 [[AnaphorLabellAntecedentLabel]tMoreLabelPaira] 

411 This routine checks if the Anaphor ia already bound to an integer (and thus succeeds ) , if this i s 

111 not the case the routine just fails. 

bound_anaphor( l ), ) :- ! ,fa i l. 

bound_anaphor((AnaphortAnaphors),ResolvedList) :-

reverse(Anaphor, (AnaphorLabe ll AnX ) ), 

ifCmember({AnaphorLabel, ),ResolvedList),lthen 

true, lel se 

bound_anaphor(Anaphors,ResolvedLi st)). 

111 make_c:boicelist(AnaphorL1at,AntecedentList,Cond1tionL1st, 

111 ResolvedList,DunrnyChoice,Choi ceLiat,DunrnyLabels,Label Li st) 

111 AnaphorList -> 1 (Anaphor ,AnaphorNumber ,Anaphorlabe l) 1 PerhapsAnot herAnaphor ] 

111 AntecedentList -> I IAntecedent lAntecedentlabe l ] [MoreAntecedents ) 

111 ConditionList • • > (Condition[MoreCondi tions ) 

111 ResolvedList -> l{AnaphorLabel,AntecedentLabel) IMoreBoundedLabels ] 

,,, DumnyChoice <•• aee ChoiceLiat (for internal use only) 

-111 ChoiceList <- 1 {Question), 1 'Help'), (Choicel), ••• , IChoiceNJ, ( 'No' ,match,• . ' l J (note: N<7) 

,,, Dwm,yLabels <•• see LabelList (for internal use only) 

,,, LabelLiat <•• {IAnaphorLabellAntecedentlabel] IMoreLabe l s ) (note:2 or 4 elements max ) 

111 This routine generates the ChoiceList and a Labe l List used fo r appendi ng choosen antecedent s 

111 in the ResolvedList . 

:make_choicelist(_,llll,_,_,Dumny,ChoiceLiat,DunrnyLabels,LabelList) 

append(DunrnyLabels, IJ,LabelList), 

append(Dumny, ll'Stop (•No matchl'l),Dumnyl), 

appendC 11 'Chooae', if,the,!irat,element, refera,to,the, second,':' J, ! 'Help' J J ,Dunrnyl,ChoiceListl. 

••• if AnaphorLiat containa only l element: 

make_choicelist(IIAnaphorlXJ I IJl, IIIAntecedentString,AntecedentLabel)IAntLiat)J,ConditionList, 

ResolvedLiat,DumnyChoice,_Z,Dmm>yLabela,_LabelList) :

i!CnotCbound_antecedent(AntecedentLabel,ResolvedLiat)),lthen 

prepare_listl(Anaphor,X,AntecedentString,Antecedent Labe l ,DunrnyChoice,DunrnyChoice4, 

DunrnyLabela, DunrnyLabels2) , 

make_choicelist(IIAnaphortXJ I IJ l , 1AntList ] ,Condi t i onLis t ,ResolvedList,DunrnyChoi ce4 , 

_Z,DunrnyLabela2,_LabelL1st) 

) , lelse 
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i!(is_notequal(X,ConditionList), lthen 

). 

make_ choice list ( I IAnaphor IX) 1 1)), (AntList J, Condi t ionList, Re sol vedUs: , 

Dwm,yChoice,_Z,DwmiyLabels,_LabelList), ,else 

prepare_llstl(Anaphor,X,AntecedentStrino,AntecedentLabel,DumnyChoice, 

DWTl1\yChoice4,DWTl1\yL&bels,DWTl1\yLabels2), 

make_choicelist ( I IAnaphor IX) 1 1)), (AntList J, Condi tionList, ResolvedList, 

DWTl1\yChoice4,_Z,DWTl1\yLabels2,_LabelList) 

111 1! AnaphorList containa 2 elements: 

make_choicelist(IIAnaphorllX) 111Anaphor21Yl]l, IIIAntecedentStrinQIAntecedentL&bel) IAntList]J, 

ConditionL1st,ResolvedLiat,DWTl1\yChoice,_Z,DWTl1\yLabels,_LabelList) :

i!(not(bound_antecedent(AntecedentLabel,ResolvedList)),lthen 

prepare_list2(Anaphorl,X,Anaphor2,Y,AntecedentStrinQ,AntecedentLabel,DWTl1\yChoice, 

DunvnyChoice5,DWTITlyLabels,DummyLabe l s2), 

XX 

make_choicelist ( 1 (Anaphorl IX] 1 1 (Anaphor2 I Y] J J, (AntList), ConditionList, ResolvedLi st, 

DWTITlyChoice5, Z,DUITIT\yLabels2, _ LabelList) 

) , lel se 

if(is_notequal(X,ConditionList),lthen 

). 

make_c hoicelist ( 1 (Anaphorl IX) 1 l 1Anaphor2 1 Y) J J, (AntList J, ConditionList , 

Resolved~ist,DWTl1\yChoice,_Z,DWTITlyLabels,_LabelList),lelse 

prepare_list2(Anaphorl,X,Anaphor2,Y,AntecedentString,AntecedentLabel, 

DwnmyChoi ce,DwnmyChoi ce5,DwnmyLabels,DWffl\yLabels2 ) , 

make_choicelist ( 1 (Anaphorl IX] 1 1 (Anaphor2 1 Y] J J, (AntList J, ConditionList, 

ResolvedList,DWTl1\yChoice5,_Z,DWTITlyLabels2,_LabelList) 

111 bound_antecedent(AntecedentLabel,ResolvedList) 

111 AntecedentLabel -> label of an antecedent 

111 ResolvedLiat -> IIAnaphorLabel1AntecedentLabel2) tMoreLabelPairs] 

111 This routine fail• if the AntecedentLabel ian't present in the ResolvedLiat, otherwiae it returns 

4111 the bound AnaphorLabel. 

bound_antecedent(AntecedentLabel,RaaolvedLiat) :-

member((8oundAnaphorL&bel,AntecedentLabelJ,ResolvedList), 

•••ert(remember_anaphorlabel(8oundAnaphorLabel)). 

111 This routine makes the LabelList and the ChoiceList if AnaphorList contains 1 element 

111 (see make_choicelist). 

prepare_liatl(Anaphor,X,AntecedentStrinQ,AntecedentLabel,DWffl\yChoice,DWffl\yChoice4,DWTl1\yLabels, 

DummyLabels2) :

lprepare LabelList 

reverse(X, IAnaphorLabell_)), 

append(IAnaphorLabelJ, IAntecedentL&belJ,Label), 

IQet the labe l of Anaphorl 

lmake a labe l 
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append(Label, l],DUITITlyLabelsll, 

append(DUITITlyLabels, (DWffllyLabelsl],DummyLabels2), 

lprepare ChoiceList 

append(I' -> 'J,IAntecedentStrinQ],Dummyl), 

append({Anaphor],DUITITlyl,DUITITly2), 

append(DUl!lllyChoice, (DlllTITly2),DUITITlyChoice4). 

lput the entry in a subli st 

\put entry in temporary Labe l Lis t 

\put entry in temporary ChoiceList 

111 Thia routine makes the LabelList and the ChoiceList if AnaphorLiat contains 2 element• 

111 (aee make_choicelist). 

prepare_liat2(Anaphorl,X,Anaphor2,Y,AntecedentStrinQ,AntecedentLabel,DU1T1T1yChoice,DU1T1T1yChoiceS, 

DlllTITlyLabela,DlllTITlyLabela2) :-

• p~pare the LabelLiat 

reverse(X, {AnaphorLabelll Jl, 

append(IAnaphorLabellJ,AntecedentLabel,Labelll, 

reverae(Y,{AnaphorLabel21 ]), 

append ( {AnaphorLabel2 J ,Antecedent Label, Label2), 

append(Labell,Label2,DummyLabelsl), 

append (DUITITlyLabels, (DUITITlyLabelsl] ,DUITITlyLabels2), 

1 prepare the ChoiceList 

append({Anaphorl], {Anaphor2],Dumnyl), 

append(I' -> '], (AntecedentStrinQ],Dumny2), 

append(DUl!lllyl,DUITITly2,Dummy3), 

append(DUITITlyChoice, (Dummy3J,DumnyChoice5). 

111 ia_notequal(Anaphorlnfo,ConditionList) 

111 Anaphorlnfo -> IAnaphorNwnberlAnaphorLabel) 

111 ConditionList -> (ConditionlMoreConditions] 

IQet the AnaphorLabel of Anaphorl 

lrnake a Label 

IQet the Anaphorlabel of Anaphor2 

lrnake a Label 

lrnake an entry !or the labelList 

lput entry in temporary LabelList 

\put entry in temporary ChoiceList 

111 This routine checks if the two anaphors have nothinQ to do with eachother. 

111 If this is the case it aucceeds and else it fails. 

is_notequal(Anaphorlnfo,ConditionList) :-

retract(remember_anaphorlabel(BoundAnaphorLabel)), 

is_notequal(Anaphorlnfo,BcundAnaphorLabel,ConditionListl. 

is_notequal((AnaphorNrl (AnaphorLabel)),BoundAnaphorLabel,ConditionList) 

member(neq(AnaphorLabel,BoundAnaphorLabel),ConditionList);lor 

-,,.t,er(neq(BcundAnaphorLabel,AnaphorLabel),ConditionList). 

111 uaer_aelection(TheQueation,ChoiceList) 

111 TheOUeation -> {WordlMoreWords) 

111 ChoiceLiat -> 1 {Queation}, ! 'Help' J, {Optionl), ••• , (OptionNJ, (no,match, '. 'J J (note: N<7) 

111 ln thi• routine the uaer can select which resolution he meant to aay. It does thia intellioent: 

111 if there ia only one option it aupposes that thia must be the anawer and aucceeds without 

111 interferino the uaer. 

uaer_aelection(TheQueation,ChoiceLiat) :-

if(lenQth(ChoiceLiat,4),lthen 

remember(replyflag,2),lelse 

(output(['Your',question,was, ':')), 

output(TheQuestion), 

wait_for(multiple_choice,ChoiceList,replyflag) 

)) . 

xxi 



PROGRAM LISTINGS 

,,, upda:e_resolvedlist(LabelList,ResolvedLl st,NewResol vedListl 

,,, LabelLlst --> ((AnaphorLabel,AntecedentLabell{,AnaphorLabel,AntecedentLabe l 21), 

,,, ChoiceLabel2, ••• ,ChoiceLabelN) 

,,, ResolvedList -> {MoreLabelPairs) 

,,, NewResolvedLiat <-• ((AnaphorLabel)AntecedentLabel] !MoreLabelPairs] 

,,, In thi• routine the ResolvedList ia updated by addinQ the labelpair the user has chosen. 

update_resolvedlist(LabelLiat,ReaolvedList,NewResolvedList) 

recall (replyflaQ, (Choice]), 

xxii 

TheChoice is Choice-1, 1 becauae Choice•l ia the 'help'-option 

select label(TheChoice,O,LabelList,AddToReaolvedLiat), 

append(ResolvedLiat,AddToResolvedList,NewResolvedList). 

,,, select_label(TheChoice,Buff,Dumny,ResolvedLiat) 

111 TheChoice --> inteoer 

,,, Buff -•> inteoer (initially O and<• TheChoicel 

,,, Dumny <-• LabelList (copy of it) 

111 ResolvedList <•• {ChoiceLabellMoreresolutions] 

select_label(TheChoice,TheChoice,Dumny,AddToResolvedList) 

lenoth (DWT1T1y, 2l, 

append((Dwm,y], IJ,AddToResolvedListl. 

select label(TheChoice,TheChoice,Dumny,AddToResolvedListl 

lenoth (DWTIT1y, 4), 

splitlist(Dumny,Partl,Part2l, 

append( !Partl], (Part2],DUITVT\yList), 

append(DWTIT1yList, IJ,AddToResolvedList). 

aelect_label(Number,Buff, (LabeliMoreLabels],Zl 

Buffl is Buff•l, 

if(Buffl•Number,lthen 

select label(Number,Buffl,Label,Zl,lelse 

aelect_label(Number,Buffl,MoreLabels,Z)l. 

111 splitlist(List,Partl,Part2) 

111 List--> list containinQ 4 element• 

,,, Partl <•• first half of List 

111 Part2 <- second half of List 

split list (List, Part 1, Part2) :-

aplitlist (Liat, IJ,O,Partl,Part2). 

splitlist((XIXa],Dwm,y,Buff,Partl,Part2) 

Buf!l ia Buff+l, 

1f(2 -=- Buffl, lthen 

lthen we must split this list in 2 lists 

(append(Dumny, IXJ,Partl),append(Xs, IJ,Part2)),lelse 

(append (IX], IJ, Dumnyl), aplitliat (Xa, Dumnyl, Buffl, Part 1, Part2) l l • 




